In this paper we propose a duality model of congestion control and apply it to TCP and active queue management schemes. Congestion control is the interaction of source rates with certain congestion measures in the network. The basic idea is to regard source rates as primal variables and congestion measures as dual variables, and congestion control as a Lagrangian method that iterates on source rates and congestion measures to maximize aggregate source utility subject to capacity constraint. In TCP, the primal iteration is carried out by source algorithms such as Reno or Vegas, and the dual iteration is carried out by queue management such as DropTail, RED or REM. We present these algorithms and their generalizations, derive their utility functions, and study their interaction.
Introduction
Congestion control is a distributed algorithm to share network resources among competing sources. An optimal rate allocation problem is formulated in 13] where the goal is to choose source rates so as to maximize aggregate source utility subject to capacity constraints. This problem is solved using a penalty function approach in 15, 16, 10] , and extended in, e.g., 26, 24, 18] . It is solved using a duality approach in 21] leading to a basic algorithm whose convergence has been proved in an asynchronous environment. A practical implementation of this algorithm is studied in 2]. This set of work leads to abstract congestion control algorithms that can be regarded as distributed computations over a network to solve the optimal rate allocation problem. On the surface, the various TCP and active queue management (AQM) schemes proposed for or deployed on the Internet are not designed to maximize any global objective function. The purpose of this short paper is to propose a connection between the abstract optimization problem and these practical schemes. We will show that indeed these schemes are distributed algorithms to solve the optimal rate allocation problem with appropriate utility functions and we derive these functions. We will use this characterization to derive performance properties such as throughput, loss, delay and queue length in Partial and preliminary results appear in 20] . y This work is supported by the Australian Research Council under grants S499705, A49930405 and S4005343, and the Caltech Lee Center for Advanced Networking. equilibrium. We will generalize the TCP algorithms and study their interaction in a heterogenous network.
In feedback congestion control, sources adjust their rates in response to congestion information on their paths, that is fed back either implicitly through bu er over ow or round trip delay, or explicitly through AQM. Di erent schemes adopt di erent measures of congestion, e.g., TCP Reno 12, 30] measures congestion by packet loss, TCP Vegas 6] by queueing (excluding propagation) delay 22], RED (Random Early Detection) 8] by queue length, and REM (Random Exponential Marking) 1] by a quantity that is decoupled with performance measures such as loss or delay. These congestion measures in turn evolve in response to the source rates, closing the control loop. The key idea is to regard the source rates as primal variables, the congestion measure as dual variable, and these TCP/AQM schemes as carrying out Lagrangian methods 4, Chapter 4.4] to maximize aggregate source utility.
Speci cally consider a network of links (scarce resources) l with nite capacities that is shared by a set of sources. Each source s attains a utility U s (x s ) when it transmits at rate x s . Each link updates a congestion measure p l (t) in response to the aggregate source rate at link l, and each source updates its rate x s (t) in response to the sum of congestion measures, summed over the links in its path. This can be represented in vector form as:
x(t + 1) = F(x(t); p(t)) (1) p(t + 1) = G(x(t); p(t)) (2) Here the function F models source algorithm, such as TCP Reno or Vegas, and the function G models queue management, active or inactive, such as DropTail, RED or REM. We will interpret (F; G) as a Lagrangian method 4, pp. 386] to maximize aggregate source utility P s U s (x) subject to capacity constraints on the links. Then di erent TCP congestion controls, such as Reno/DropTail, Reno/RED, Reno/REM, Vegas/DropTail, Vegas/REM, simply correspond to di erent combinations of (F; G). 1 Indeed we will show that these algorithms carry out a smoothed version of the basic algorithm in 21] . Equilibrium properties of these algorithms can be derived from the xed point of (1{2). Moreover, by regarding the xed point equation (x; p) = (F(x; p); G(x; p)) as the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition of the constrained optimization, we derive the source utility functions U s . Hence each TCP/AQM scheme can be characterized by a triple (F; G; U) describing the dynamics of source rates and congestion measures and the utility function that the scheme is implicitly optimizing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the optimization problem proposed in 13], and the basic algorithm of 21] to solve the problem. We then interpret TCP/AQM algorithms in this framework and summarize the (F; G; U) models of several algorithms that have been deployed or proposed. The derivation of these (F; G; U) models is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we generalize the Reno and Vegas algorithms and their utility functions, and study their interaction in the same network. We conclude in Section 5 with limitations of our work.
Overview

Preliminaries
Consider a network that is modeled as a single link of capacity c; see Remark 1 of Section 3.3 below on generalization to a multilink network. The network is shared by a set S of sources. Source s attains a utility U s (x s ) when it transmits at rate x s 0. We assume U s is strictly concave increasing and continuously di erentiable in its argument.
Our objective is to choose source rates x = (x s , s 2 S) so as to:
Constraint (4) says that the aggregate source rate does not exceed the capacity. A unique maximizer, called the optimal rates, exists since the objective function is strictly concave and the feasible solution set is compact. Solving the primal problem (3{4) directly however is impractical over a large network since it may require coordination among possibly all sources due to coupling through the shared link.
Associated with the link is a dual variable p. The 
We refer to the dual variable p as a congestion measure. Di erent schemes adopt di erent congestion measures and their update rules. As we will see below, p represents loss probability in DropTail, queue length in RED, queueing delay in Vegas with DropTail, and a quantity we call price in REM. For the rst three schemes, the choice of the congestion measure also determines the update rule G in (2) . For REM, G is designed speci cally to better control equilibrium properties.
Hence ow control schemes can be regarded as distributed Lagrangian methods, described generally as (1{2), to solve problem (3{4). The gradient projection algorithm developed in 21] to solve the dual problem, given next, is such a pair (F; G), of which TCP can be interpreted as It is proved in 21] that the basic algorithm (8{7) converges to the unique optimal rates provided that the utility functions are strictly concave increasing, their second derivatives are bounded away from zero, and the stepsize > 0 is su ciently small. Speci cally if f(x(t); p(t))g is a sequence generated by (8{7) then any limit point (x ; p ) is primal-dual optimal. Moreover, provided that the sources and links perform their updates frequently enough, convergence is maintained even in an asynchronous environment where sources and links may compute and communicate at di erent times with di erent frequencies, and where feedback delays are substantial and time{varying. It is also shown there that di erent utility functions can be chosen to achieve di erent fairness criteria on the optimal rates.
TCP/AQM
We now interpret TCP/AQM within this model. The single link case can be represented pictorially as in Figure 1 . Each TCP source algorithm is represented by a F s that determines how source rate x s (t) is adjusted based on the information fed back from the link. The queue management algorithm at the link has two components, and is driven by the aggregate input rate y(t) := P s x s (t). The rst component is represented by G that describes the dynamics of the congestion measure p(t). The second component is a function m of the congestion measure p(t) and represents the information that the sources observe. For example, for Reno/DropTail, p represents loss probability, and for Vegas/DropTail, p represents queue delay; in both cases, m is the identity map, m(p) = p. The design of AQM amounts to the choice of congestion measure and its update rule G, and the marking probability function m.
Various TCP/AQM schemes can be modeled as di erent Lagrangian methods (F; G) to solve (3{4) with di erent utility functions U s . The algorithm model (F; G) is derived from description of the protocols. To derive the utility function U, we regard the xed (equilibrium) point (x; p) of (1{2) as the unique optimal rate vector and Lagrange multiplier pair. The xed point equation (x; p) = (F; G) is then the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition (6) , yielding the marginal utility function. marginal utility of these schemes are illustrated in Figure 2 . 2 We now proceed to their derivation.
3 Duality model of TCP/AQM 3.1 (F; G; U ) for Reno
The basic idea of Reno 30] is for a source to probe for spare network capacity by linearly increasing its window and halving its window when a mark is detected. Let w s (t) be the window size, p(t) be the congestion measure at the link, and m(t) = m(p(t)) be the marking probability in period 2 The plots can be used to compare the shapes of various utility functions and their derivatives, but not the absolute values as they have di erent units. 3 In this paper, unless otherwise speci ed, a`mark' means either a packet loss or an ECN bit that is set. Most implementations of Reno and its variants treat multiple marks within a round trip time as a single congestion signal t. The congestion measure p(t) and marking probability function m(p) are di erent for di erent AQM schemes. Let D s be the round trip time (propagation plus queueing delay), which we assume is constant, as customary in the literature, e.g., 19, 25] . Then, in period t, source s receives, on the average, x s (t)(1 ? m(t)) number of acknowledgments per unit time (assuming every packets is acknowledged) and each acknowledgment increases the window w s (t) by 1=w s (t). It receives, on the average, x s (t)m(t) losses per unit time and each loss halves the window. Hence in period t, the net change to the window is roughly x s (t)(1 ? m(t))=w s (t) ? x s (t)m(t)w(t)=2 We assume that the source rate and window size are related by w s (t) = x s (t)D s . Then the source algorithm F s that represents Reno is:
Notice that F s depends on the congestion measure p(t) only through m(t) = m(p(t)). Both p(t) and m(p) are determined by the queue management scheme at the link.
Reno/DropTail
For DropTail, p(t) represents the loss probability and m(p) = p is the identity function. The evolution of p(t) is determined by the loss process and we do not know a convenient expression for the dynamics, though we postulate that it takes the simple form (2), i.e., the loss probability in period t + 1 depends on the past history only through the previous rates x(t) and probability and halves its window at most once per round trip time. This means that the probability m and m(t) = m(p(t))
should not be interpreted as the probability of a mark but rather the probability that the window is halved.
p(t).
A model of loss rate that has been used, e.g., in 9, 16, 17] , is that at a bu erless queue,
This model is suitable for the penalty function approach to solving (3{4), but not the duality approach because of the feasibility constraint (4) .
In equilibrium, the average increase in rate must be balanced by the average decrease, and hence from (9) the following must hold:
for all s (10) Regarding p as the Lagrange multiplier and using (6) (11) which is unique on the set of all possible equilibrium rates. This result is rst obtained in 14]. We summarize.
Theorem 1 The equilibrium rates of Reno/DropTail as modeled by (9) solve (3{4) with utility functions U s given by (11) . Moreover the equilibrium rates are The second part of the theorem can be easily obtained by noting that P s x s = c in equilibrium and using (10) .
Remarks:
1. The relation (10) 3. The rate adjustment process (9) of Reno can be regarded as a smoothed version of the basic source algorithm (7), in the following sense. Let x s (t) be the target rate determined by (7).
Using (11) We can then rewrite the rate adjustment (9) in terms of the target rate x s (t) as:
Hence, instead of setting the rate x s (t + 1) directly to the target rate x s (t) in one step, as in the basic algorithm, Reno moves the current rate x s (t) towards the target rate x s (t) by adding an amount proportional to the di erence of their squares, m(t)(x 2 s (t) ? x 2 s (t))=2. Note that these remarks are due to the AIMD algorithm of Reno and apply regardless of whether the AQM is DropTail, RED, or REM.
Reno/RED
RED measures congestion by queue length, and hence p(t) is automatically updated by the bu er process according to: RED marks packets with a probability that is an increasing function of p(t) 8] . We ignore the averaging and other ne details of RED and simply model (the`gentle' version of) RED by the following marking probability function, illustrated in Hence (F; G) that models Reno/RED is given by (9) and (15), with m(p) given by (16) .
To derive the utility function, note that (x; p) is a xed point of (9) and (15) 
and x s as given in the theorem. Equating (17) and (20) 
where > 1 is a parameter of REM. Hence (F; G) that models Reno/REM is given by (9) and (21), with m(p) given by (22) .
As for Reno/RED, we obtain the marginal utility function: 
Theorem 3 The equilibrium rates of Reno/REM as modeled by (9) Theorem 3 implies that REM attempts to match rate and clear bu er, leading to high utilization and low loss and delay.
(F; G; U ) of Vegas
A duality model of Vegas has been developed in 22] in a multi-link setting. In this section, we brie y summarize the main results, specializing to the case of a single link. We consider the situation where the bu er size is large enough to accommodate the equilibrium queue length so that Vegas sources converge to the unique equilibrium. In this case, there is no packet loss in equilibrium. Note that the rate adjustment of Vegas (25) can again be interpreted as a smoothed version of the basic algorithm (7) with utility function given in the theorem. Instead of setting the rate x s (t + 1) in one step to the target rate x s (t) determined by the basic algorithm, Vegas moves the current rate x s (t) closer to the target rate x s (t) by 1=D 2 s in each step.
Vegas/DropTail
Vegas/REM
Theorem 4 says that the equilibrium queue length of Vegas/DropTail is P s s d s which increases linearly in the number of sources if s d s is the same for all sources. More signi cantly, a Vegas source must estimate its own propagation delay d s from observed round trip time. It is shown in 22] that estimation error distorts Vegas' utility function and can lead to excessive backlog and extreme unfairness to older sources. Such persistent congestion is a consequence of Vegas' reliance on queueing delay as a congestion measure, which makes backlog indispensable in conveying congestion to the sources. To eliminate the danger of persistent congestion while preserving the equilibrium rate allocation and utility function of Vegas, 22] proposes the use of REM with Vegas.
REM attempts to clear bu er, allowing sources to accurately estimate their propagation delay by the minimum observed round trip time. Then instead of queueing delay, Vegas reacts to price that is adjusted according to (21) . Packets are marked with a probability m(p) given by (22) . A Vegas source estimate m(t) = m(p(t)) by the fractionm(t) of its packets marked in period t, and estimates the price p(t) by: p(t) = ? log (1 ?m(t))
where log is logarithm to base . It estimates the target rate by (cf. (26) (27) In summary, Vegas/REM algorithm proposed in 22] attempts to preserve the utility function and rate allocation in Theorem 4 while driving the backlog to zero in equilibrium.
Remarks
1. The models for Reno/REM, Vegas/DropTail and Vegas/REM generalize directly to the case of multilink network using the results of 21, 22] (by essentially replacing p(t) in F s by P l p l (t), summed over the links in the path of source s). In the multilink case, the equilibrium rates x s , congestion measures p l , and probabilities, cannot generally be obtained in closed form, as are done for the single link case in Theorems 1{4, but they can be obtained by solving the optimization problem (3{4). It is however hard to generalize the models for Reno/DropTail and for Reno/RED, because the end{to{end marking probability a source observes does not generally depend on the sum of congestion measures at constituent links of its path, a property implied by the Karush{Kuhn{Tucker condition in a multilink network. 2. It is at rst surprising that the source utility function of Reno depends not only on how source rate is adjusted, but also on the queue management (DropTail, RED or REM) adopted in the network. This is a consequence of our restriction that Reno react to marks in the same manner, regardless of whether they are generated by DropTail, or RED, or REM; see Section 4.1. In contrast, the source algorithm in Vegas/REM is modi ed to preserve the utility function and hence rate allocation of Vegas/DropTail, by having the source estimate the congestion measure p(t).
3. Reno has the same equilibrium source rates regardless of the AQM used. The equilibrium queue length, however, is zero under REM but nonzero under RED (Theorems 2 and 3). 
Generalization
Reno raises its window w s (t) by 1=w s (t) by on each acknowledgment and reduces it by half on each mark. Vegas estimates the congestion measure (queueing delay or price) in its path and uses it to set its rate. In this section we generalize these algorithms, derive their utility functions, and study their interaction.
Reno-like algorithms
We rst consider source algorithms that are Reno-like in that it increases the rate x s (t) by s (x s (t)) on each positive acknowledgment, and decreases it by s (x s (t)) on each mark. Then F s in (9) 
The marginal utility is the inverse of (29) (30) Note that the utility function depends not only on how source rate is adjusted ( s ; s ), but also on the marking probability function m. This is why the utility functions of Reno are di erent with di erent queue management schemes (see Table 1 ).
A source algorithm ( s ; s ) is said to be TCP-friendly if its equilibrium rate coincides with Reno's. Equating (10) and (29) 
i.e., TCP-friendliness of a Reno-like algorithm depends on the increase-decrease functions only through their ratio.
As an illustration, we consider a class of source algorithms called binomial algorithms introduced 
Vegas-like algorithms
We now consider source algorithms that do not react to each (positive or negative) acknowledgment, but rather estimate the congestion measure and use it to adjust their rates, as Vegas does. This class of algorithms can be represented by x s (t + 1) = x s (t) + f(x s (t); p(t))]
where p(t) is the congestion measure at time t. Vegas is a special case with f(x s (t); p(t)) = 1=D 
Interaction
The duality model provides a convenient framework in which to study the interaction of di erent TCP/AQM schemes. Once the schemes under study are characterized by (F; G; U) then their equilibrium rates and performance such as loss, delay and queue length can be obtained by solving the optimization problem (3{4), as illustrated in Theorems 1{4 for individual schemes. In general, close-form solutions are unavailable, but numerical solutions can be easily computed to provide insight on the behavior of these schemes. In this subsection, we provide two examples.
Binomial algorithms
We rst consider the interaction of binomial algorithms (k; l). Suppose there are N n type n sources with equilibrium round trip delay D n and k + l + 1 = n. Let x n be the common equilibrium rate of all type n sources. Let m be the common equilibrium marking probability.
From ( when there is just one type 1 source, x 1 = 2:088 pkts/ms while x 2 = 0:102 pkts/ms and x 3 = 0:037 pkts/ms (when there are no type 1 sources, x 2 = 0:111 pkts/ms and x 3 = 0:039 pkts/ms). As N 1 increases, while individual rate x 1 drops, the aggregate rate of all type 1 sources rises sharply. Figure 5 shows the individual and aggregate rates when N 3 varies from 0 to 200, while keeping N 1 = N 2 = 200. The e ect of polite sources is much less dramatic than that of aggressive sources. The aggregate share of all type 1 sources ranges from 83% to 75% as N 3 varies from 0 to 200. 
Reno and Vegas
Suppose Reno-like sources and Vegas-like sources share the same link that measures congestion with p and marks packets according to probability m(p). Reno-like sources react to marks according to (28) while Vegas-like sources react to p according to (34) . Under what condition will they receive the same equilibrium rate?
De ne for Reno-like sources r (x r ) to be the ratio of their decrease-increase functions:
r (x r ) := r (x r ) r (x r )
From (29) 
i.e., Reno and Vegas sources will receive the same equilibrium rate if and only if the marking probability satis es (43).
We next present an example on the interaction of Reno and Vegas under RED or REM. It shows that AQM can have a big e ect on the equilibrium rate allocation when sources react to di erent congestion signals.
Reno sources react to RED or REM marks by halving its rate, as they would to packet losses. If Vegas reacts to marks in the same way, then its behavior would be similar to Reno 5] . Hence we study the case where Vegas source ignores RED marks and still reacts to delay in its path as it does under DropTail. Under REM, we use the Vegas/REM algorithm in 22] in which a Vegas source estimates the price and uses it to replace queueing delay in setting its rate. rates of Vegas sources are proportional to their share of the bu er occupancy (see (46)). Figure 7 shows the queue size in equilibrium and the share of Vegas sources. As the number of Vegas sources increases, Vegas packets dominate the queue and their bandwidth share rises.
We repeat the experiment with REM whose marking probability is given by (22) . We use = 1:001 (other REM parameters do not a ect equilibrium). Combining (22) with (17) 
Hence we can obtain the equilibrium price p by solving (49) and then rates from (48) and (46).
The result is shown in Figure 8 . For this example, Vegas receives much less bandwidth than Reno, 
Conclusions
We have presented a duality model of several TCP/AQM algorithms. It relates the dynamics of these schemes to the utility functions that the system is implicitly optimizing. We have illustrated its usefulness by deriving the equilibrium window, throughput, queue length, delay, loss or marking probability of these schemes in the case of a single link. We have considered generalization of Reno's AIMD and Vegas algorithms, derived their utility functions, and studied their interaction.
We have only studied the equilibrium properties and have focused on deriving the utility functions U s from protocol models (F; G). Important stability and dynamic properties of these protocols have not been investigated. These properties can be derived by studying the behavior of the dynamical system de ned by (F; G), as done in 28, 27, 11] .
